
NAME:________________________ 

EMAIL:________________________ 

PHONE #:______________________ 

LEGAL MAILING 

ADDRESS:______________________________________________ 

FRAME MAKE/MODEL/CALIBER:_________________________ 

SERIAL NUMBER:________________________ 

 Full Size - $200 

 Compact - $180 

PATTERN 

 Matrix (+10) 

 Asteroid (recommended for CC) 

 Godzilla 

 Brick 

 Havoc 
BORDER OPTIONS 

 Recessed Gap (standard) 

 Recessed non gap 

 Non recessed Non gap (-$15) 
 

EXTRAS** 

 Trigger finger index texture + 20 

 Support hand index texture +20 

 Textured thumb ledge L       R       +30(per ledge) 

 Trigger guard texture + $20 

 Finger groove removal + $20 

 Single undercut + $25 

 Double undercut + $45 

 Mag release relief cut (gen 1-3 glocks only) +30 

 Full Tang Layout 

 Frame already cerakoted + $40 
 

If additional modifications are desired, please contact us before you ship your frame.  

COUPON CODE:________________________ 

TOTAL PACKAGE PRICE :___________________ 

Are you sending your frame in a gun case or with additional parts/accessories? Y       N       :____________________ 

By signing below you acknowledge that any warranty you have with your firearm manufacturer may be null and void after 
modifications. You acknowledge that you are releasing your frame for the purposes of obtaining the modifications listed above. You 
release Allen Arms Stipple from any liability that may arise from modifying your frame in the requested manner. You understand that 
you will be returned a finished product with no refunds accepted.  

 

SIGNATURE: ________________________ 

 

DATE: ________________________ 

 

SHIP FRAMES WITH WORK ORDER TO  
19038 N. 51ST DRIVE 

GLENDALE, AZ 85308 
COPY OF 07 FFL AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 

 



 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Visit the website to look at pictures, descriptions and order instructions. 
2. Contact us with any questions you have prior to placing your order. 
3. Start your order by clicking on the “shop” button and go through the prompts selecting 

pattern, borders, extras, etc. 
4. Once your order is confirmed, you will be contacted within 24 hours and given a date on 

which your framework is scheduled. This helps minimize time that you have to spend 
without your firearm. 

5. Ship your frame with enough time so that it arrives on or before the day your framework 
is scheduled to begin. Once you have shipped your frame, text, DM or email me the 
tracking information. You should ship your frame with THIS order form that you will 
download from the website. Your order confirmation screen is NOT the work order. 

6. Your frame will be finished and returned directly to the address on this form via Fedex’s 
priority overnight shipping and you will be emailed a completion notification with tracking 
details. 

*For simplicity the extras section assumes a right handed shooter. For example, a trigger finger 
index texture pad would be placed along the side of the frame where your right hand trigger 
finger would rest while high and off the trigger. The textured hidden thumb ledge is listed twice 
(on the website) for those who are ambidextrous or desire a symmetrical look and want it on 
both sides. 

**Some modifications are frame specific and cannot or should not be completed on every frame. 
Please be sure that your frame accepts the requested modifications. If you are unsure – please 
reach out to inquire. 


